
STAGE 1: 
AMANDA ROEHL

Creating a solid differentiator, like client experience, doesn’t happen overnight.
Through laying significant groundwork, Amanda worked to create buy-in within
her former firm’s c-suite and worked with a team to create an award-winning CX
program. By using marketing tools, such as client surveys, personas, client
journey mapping, and client empathy maps, the team discovered ways to improve
client experience (CX), resulting in 90% of the firm’s revenue from repeat
clients. The firm discovered that CX wasn’t just a buzz word – it was a
differentiator. Amanda has used her knowledge and experience to help others
kick-off client experience programs at their own firms.After more than 20 years in the
A/E/C industry and after marketing for 15 years, Amanda started her own marketing
consulting firm, Pixels and Ink Studio, where she offers a variety of marketing
services. Amanda also recently founded Heatlamp, a collaborative space for
industry leaders to focus on ideas that grow business.
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Rebecca has nearly three decades of experience in leadership, team building, and
consultative selling. She has a track record of success selling $35M, a popular Tedx
talk, inclusion in a best-selling business book, and 15 years in the esteemed
President’s Club at Franklin Covey. She was chosen to perform an original piece for
the Listen to Your Mother show. She's most alive when leading others to thrive through
coaching, training, and keynotes. She uses storytelling to engage executive and front-
line audiences with humor, vulnerability, and practical takeaways.
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USING CLIENT EXPERIENCE
APPROACHES TO BE PRESENT AND
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Tony has become one of today’s most dynamic performance development consultants. 
He synthesizes his experience, education, and high energy to create customized
strategic workshops elevating personal confidence and tactical skills for both business
and sales professionals. Tony’s leadership also includes significant work for both
regional and national sales conferences for groups as large as 500 participants. His
experience includes over a decade of consulting experience, served as an adjunct
facilitator at Indiana Wesleyan University and years of leadership development at
corporations throughout the United States. Tony’s blended style of facilitation ensures
all participants are able to compare their current skills with the highest standards
allowing each individual to increase their performance.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N :  A M Y  P A L M E R

Amy is an experienced and highly skilled data scientist adept in human physiology,
health and wellness, study design, machine learning, stakeholder communication,
insight delivery, and automation of data science workflow. She applies her deep
domain knowledge of behavioral science to influence data visualization in both client-
and internal-facing roles.

STAGE 3:
TONY HARRIS

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 101: WHAT IS
AI AND HOW DOES IT IMPACT
MARKETERS AND BUSINESS
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FACE
OF CHANGE
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I N T R O D U C T I O N :  L I N D S A Y  A L A N D

Lindsay has over 20 years’ experience working with many of the world’s largest
Professional Societies and Trade Associations. Under her advice, these organizations
learned how to effectively leverage CRM to develop and maintain meaningful
relationships as well as remain relevant while generating new streams of revenue. In
her current position she coaches prospective and existing clients to implement and run
Introhive's Relationship Intelligence and Sales Automation platform to drive firm-wide
digital transformation.


